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Fujitsu Services Manchester dispute 25.02.2007

Dear Mr.Courtley,

I am writing to urge you to reach a fair settlement to the dispute your business currently has with the 
AMICUS members working for Fujitsu Services in Manchester.

Your business apparently benefits substantially from public contracts with both our Government and 
Local Authorities and we understand that you have also been given public grants to assist the 
development of your Manchester operation.

We feel that companies who benefit from public contracts and assistance should accept a special 
responsibility for adopting the best practices in Industrial Relations – which in our view means 
embracing the principle of Union recognition, honouring agreements and looking to proceed by 
identifying areas of mutual benefit.

The one day strike planned for 28th February has been called off as a sign that the Union is committed to 
a negotiated settlement.  We hope that you will reciprocate in a positive way and seek to put your 
company at the vanguard of mature Industrial Relations in the UK IT Industry.

Yours Sincerely,

Ian Gallagher
Secretary

Mr D Courtley
Chief Executive Officer
Fujitsu Services
22 Baker Street
LONDON
W1U 3BW
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Dear Jack,

Our Trades Council has been following developments in the dispute between AMICUS and Fujitsu 
Services in Manchester.

The dispute appears to us to have been provoked by a range of actions by the company, which is trying to 
escape from or ignore various agreements inherited from ICL and has failed to agree a 2006 pay 
settlement.  It is seen as a potential watershed for the UK IT Industry, where Trade Unions appear to face 
employer hostility across the board. 

Fujitsu apparently benefits substantially from public contracts with both Government and Local 
Authorities and we understand that it was also given public grants to assist the development of its 
Manchester operation. We feel that companies which benefit from public contracts and assistance should 
accept a special responsibility for adopting the best practices in Industrial Relations – which in our view 
means embracing the principle of Union recognition, honouring agreements and looking to proceed by 
identifying areas of mutual benefit.

The Union is preparing to present a petition to Parliament on 7th March, which says: “The petition of Amicus 
The Union declares that Fujitsu Services is facing industrial action as a result of breaking agreements covering union 
recognition, redundancy, redeployment and pay.  The company has made matters worse by threatening the senior Amicus 
representative with disciplinary action.

Many commercial organisations enforce ethical standards on their suppliers.  Fujitsu Services is a major supplier of IT 
services to the government, in receipt of billions of pounds of public money, so the highest standards should apply.

The Petitioner therefore requests that the House of Commons urges the Government to ensure that Fujitsu and other 
suppliers of goods and services to central government adopt high ethical standards in dealing with their workers.”

We urge you to consider how you might support this initiative and take forward the issues advanced.

Yours Sincerely,

Ian Gallagher
Secretary
































